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Introduction
You’ve probably seen those case studies — the ones that all too often gloss over thorny, multidimensional
challenges and deeply human imperfections for the sake of a neat narrative or sales pitch.
These are not the case studies you’re used to.
Since the release of “Unrealized Impact” — Promise54’s first-of-its-kind, rigorous effort to quantify the state
of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in the field — we’ve received many requests for narratives sharing
organizations’ actual DEI journeys. In response, we’ve written this series of in-depth case studies that reflect
the messy reality of the work to create thriving environments for adults so they can do their best work on
behalf of students, families, and communities.
We’ve endeavored to create a radically human alternative to the run-of-the-mill case study. Based on hours
of interviews and analyses of artifacts, staff experience survey data, and DEI plans, we strove to honestly
represent the journey of each organization featured — including progress made, comparisons to sector
benchmarks, missteps along the way, and the challenges that these organizations are still grappling with
today.
We also recognize that the stories we share are not fully representative of the wide range of perspectives
and experiences that exist within these organizations. Bias is inherent in any research endeavor, and we
acknowledge that there are likely biases and dominant perspectives built into ours.
This honest and radically human representation requires an immense amount of vulnerability and bravery
from the participating organizations. They have invited us into not only their moments of success but also
their messiest, most difficult moments.
The organizations you’ll read about here are not groups who have “arrived,” and we’re not holding them
up as models of perfection for others to emulate. We believe perfection is an impossibility — and the

focus on it is often a manifestation of white-dominant culture in our organizations. Instead, we embrace
imperfection as a part of being human.
What’s more, DEI work simply can’t be automated. There’s no universal checklist to follow — not even in
these case studies — and no one-size-fits-all formula for how to get to diverse, equitable, and inclusive.
Each organization’s path is highly specific to its own culture, beliefs, and challenges. DEI work within
organizations is a winding process that requires maintenance, patience, and tailoring.
That’s why we’re shining a spotlight on organizations of different sizes, types, and geographies, and at
different points in their journey. The first three featured organizations in this series model courage, candor,
and vulnerability by baring their often uncomfortable truths.
And therein lies the essence of the work itself.

For live updates and interactive field-wide data, visit casestudies.promise54.org
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Understanding Our Data
How do we measure, compare, and classify organizations on diversity, equity, and inclusion?
Throughout the case studies, you will see references to Promise54’s DEI surveys, our aggregate field-level
DEI data, and our “Unrealized Impact” report. Here’s a bit more information on how we use those tools to
help organizations measure, benchmark, and classify DEI efforts.

Measure
In spite of a desire to drive progress related to diversity, equity, and inclusion, we see many organizational
leaders struggle to measure and monitor their efforts over time. In our Promise54 DEI surveys and
associated reports, we offer a solution: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Indices. These indices offer an
aggregate look across a battery of questions on staff perspectives for each distinct DEI concept. Many
organizations find the Diversity Index, Equity Index, and Inclusion Index to be powerful metrics to watch as
they seek to monitor the effectiveness of their DEI work over time while using our more detailed reporting
on each index to inform their plans for the future.

Compare
While each organization’s DEI journey is distinct, leaders and staff alike can find it informative to understand
how their organization’s current state compares to those of their peers. Therefore, we continue to collect
and report on aggregate field-level DEI data over time. Our repository of DEI data is always growing, but
at the time of these case studies, our benchmarks include 20,000 respondents across 400 organizations,
largely in the field of education. Our benchmarks span all 50 states of the U.S. and the District of Columbia,
include organization sizes from no full-time staff to several thousand, and represent various types of
education organizations.

Classify
As we looked across all three dimensions of diversity, equity, and inclusion for organizations that have
participated in the Promise54 Staff Experience DEI Survey, we noted substantial similarities among clusters of
organizations (as illustrated in the scatterplot below):

Based on these common characteristics, we created Organizational Profiles to describe organizations in a similar
place in relation to DEI. Leaders often find Organizational Profiles useful to contextualize their experiences and
to get a sense, across all three dimensions, of their organization’s past, present, and future state/journey.
In brief, the Organizational Profiles based on Promise54 DEI Staff Experience Survey data are:
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PROFILE: EARLY STAGE ORGANIZATION
Early Stage organizations typically have relatively:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low staff and leadership demographic diversity
Low staff experiences of inclusion
Low staff experiences of equity
High reports of bias being witnessed and experienced
Low Net Promoter Scores
Low staff intent to stay

Our data indicates that this pattern could be driven by a couple of conditions (or a combination of them):
1) good intentions coupled with low or inconsistent prioritization of DEI efforts, 2) a need for a clear
articulation of the link between DEI and the organization’s mission, and 3) an understanding of which DEIrelated strategies will prove to be high leverage within the organizational context.

PROFILE: DIVERSIFIED ORGANIZATION
Diversified organizations typically have relatively:
•
•
•
•
•
•

High staff and leadership demographic diversity
Low staff experiences of inclusion
Low staff experiences of equity
High reports of bias being witnessed and experienced
Low Net Promoter Scores
Low staff intent to stay

Our data indicates that this pattern could be driven by an expectation that staff and leaders of color will
assimilate to preexisting culture, practices, and systems versus an organization identifying and making the
necessary changes to effectively receive and support a more diverse staff so they can thrive. Alternatively,
some Diversified organizations may expect, whether implicitly or explicitly, that inclusion and equity
will automatically follow from diversity. The underlying assumption is that staff who “represent” the
communities served will drive forward this progress, and thus they are seen as responsible for the work
rather than sharing the responsibility and the burden of the work across an organization.
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PROFILE: KINDRED ORGANIZATION
Kindred organizations typically have relatively:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low staff and leadership demographic diversity
High staff experiences of inclusion
High staff experiences of equity
Low reports of bias being witnessed and experienced
High Net Promoter Scores
High staff intent to stay

While inclusive and equitable, these organizations are not diverse and may be experienced as inclusive or
equitable because they’re homogeneous. Additionally, our data indicates that these organizations may not
be generating the myriad benefits that studies demonstrate result from diversity.

PROFILE: ADVANCED ORGANIZATION
Advanced organizations typically have relatively:
•
•
•
•
•
•

High staff and leadership demographic diversity
High staff experiences of inclusion
High staff experiences of equity
Low reports of bias being witnessed and experienced
High Net Promoter Scores
High staff intent to stay

Our data indicates that many Advanced organizations have organically integrated DEI into their fabric
without articulating, documenting, or codifying their approaches, beliefs, or practices. This can expose
these organizations to risks of not being able to sustain their strong DEI in periods of uncertainty or during
substantial organizational inflection points.
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Who They Are
Blue Engine has centered equity as critical to their mission since the founding.
Throughout the organization’s growth, however, Blue Engine has experienced an
evolution of their values around equity, and expanded to thinking critically about
diversity and inclusion as well. We follow this organization’s powerful journey in
navigating these challenging questions, and their direct and significant impact on
Blue Engine’s identity and work.

Mission
Blue Engine partners with schools to unlock human potential.
“We support teams of teachers working in historically oppressed
communities to reimagine the classroom experience for all students.”
Their model is based on a core belief that teams can enable outcomes that
individuals alone can’t achieve. Blue Engine believes that when teachers work
together on a team, they have more capacity and ability to connect with all
students and provide instruction based on students’ needs. Classrooms become
places where students thrive academically and are seen and heard.

THEMES
The role of leadership,
the need for strategic
direction, importance of
communication, transparency
in navigating internal/
external tensions in values

ORGANIZATION SIZE
Small ~30 staff

LOCATION
New York, New York

Vision
Blue Engine’s vision is that by 2040, the public education system has
“integrated mindsets, practices, and structures such that multiple adult
classrooms are serving the needs of all students, creating a more just and
inclusive education system.”

Approach
Over the past nine years, Blue Engine has developed a research-based team
teaching model. Working in partnership with teachers, coaches, and school
administrators, Blue Engine “builds the capacity of teachers and schools
to create structures and implement research-based practices that leverage
multiple adults. In turn, students have access to supportive and challenging
classroom experiences that affirm who they are and meet their unique learning
needs.” Blue Engine’s goal is to “create conditions where true differentiation
exists for ALL learners in a classroom by leveraging the power of multiple adults
in each classroom.”

BLUE ENGINE OPERATES TWO MODELS
1. Blue Engine’s AmeriCorps model places AmeriCorps service members —
Blue Engine Teaching Apprentices (BETAs) — alongside lead teachers on
classroom-based teaching teams.
2. Blue Engine’s co-teaching model supports existing teams of co-teachers in
schools.

Impact
STUDENT LEARNING
Students in Blue Engine classrooms are demonstrating significant academic
gains in one year.

GRAPHICS PROVIDED BY BLUE ENGINE
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE
90% of students in Blue Engine (BE) classrooms report a positive experience.

GRAPHIC PROVIDED BY BLUE ENGINE

LEAD TEACHING
70% of lead teachers believe working with Blue Engine improved their
perspective about what is possible for student academic achievement.

GRAPHIC PROVIDED BY BLUE ENGINE
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Timeline

2009

Blue Ridge Foundation in Brooklyn issues grant
to launch Blue Engine

2010

First employee hired
First team teaching pilot launched in one
school in Washington Heights with 200
students and 12 BETAs

2014

15-20 core staff and ~80 BETAs

2019

Blue Engine worked with ~1,900 students in
24 classrooms across nine school partners and
20 core staff
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Where They’re Coming From
It was spring 2015, and Blue Engine was facing a moment of reckoning.
New Chief Operating Officer Anne Eidelman — now CEO — joined the
22-person team for an all-staff meeting. Erick Roa, then Site Director, spoke
up. He named something he and others had mentioned before: The way Blue
Engine measured outcomes for kids was warping incentives for their classroom
teams.
“I was pushing back on some of the practices we had — we were
specifically told to focus on students who were in the middle and high
areas, on the cusp of passing exams or going to college, and the kids who
didn’t have a chance, as perceived by the data, were not a priority.”
—Erick Roa
As a man of color who grew up in New York City public schools, Erick had lived
experiences similar to those of the students Blue Engine served. He elevated
two pushes: that Blue Engine’s approach wasn’t inclusive of all kids, and that
they were perhaps systematically excluding the students who would most
benefit from Blue Engine’s services. He then said something that stopped the
team in their tracks:

“If I had been a student in a Blue Engine classroom, I would
have been overlooked.”
The way Anne remembers it, they had a choice in that moment — to speed past
the discomfort in the air and get back to the planned agenda, or to pause and
dig in. The staff chose the latter, breaking into two groups to share, ask

“I WOULD’VE BEEN OVERLOOKED”

https://casestudies.promise54.org

questions, and process what this critical observation meant for Blue Engine as
an organization. “We had to look ourselves in the mirror and realize that despite
our best intentions and articulated beliefs, we were perpetuating some of the
oppressive systems that we were trying to break,” Anne describes. Grappling
with this realization brought the group a mixture of frustration, anger, confusion,
defensiveness, guilt, and shame. Blue Engine founder Nick Ehrmann was in the
room, and he remembers the moment similarly.
“Maybe we never would have gotten to where we got [without his voice].
People — not me, frankly — who recognized and acted on their instincts
were extremely instrumental. Do we serve some kids or all kids? Period.
Depending on our answer to that, we need to tell the world, ‘Hold us
accountable for this.’ It was this spectacular and really complex, open
discussion...that spilled into an org-wide reconstitution.”
— Nick Ehrmann

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

What have been the “moments of
reckoning” at your organization
over time?
Were there moments when
your organization sped by the
discomfort? At what cost?
Were there moments when your
organization paused to dig in
more deeply? What resulted from
that approach?
What factors do you think led to
increased pace or a slow down?

Blue Engine chose to “pause and dig in” to that “complex, open discussion”
not just for a moment in a meeting, but for the long term. As a five-year-old
organization, Blue Engine entered a yearlong strategic re-visioning process,
conducting internal research and holding conversations across stakeholder
groups to bring greater clarity around their beliefs and what the organization
was trying to achieve. It was that staff meeting moment that catalyzed
newly elevated conversations about inclusion and equity — within both the
organization and the classroom.
But this wasn’t the first time a person of color on staff had raised these concerns
for the group. Why was it a moment of reckoning this time? We went back to
the beginning to find out.
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What They’re Learning
Blue Engine was founded by Nick Ehrmann, a former Washington, D.C. teacher
who began his career with Teach For America. Nick’s doctoral program in
sociology provided a researcher’s lens through which he viewed questions
of diversity, inclusion, and equity, and he wrote a dissertation exploring “the
negative effects of academic underperformance on the transition from high
school to college.”
When he founded Blue Engine in 2010, Nick says he had an academic
understanding of systemic racism and the issues his colleagues of color were
raising:
“I think that there’s a certain level of safe distance that I was afforded by
having what I thought to be a very good academic sense of what we were
talking about...I’ve been exposed to a lot of conceptual underpinnings
of institutional racism...I wrote my senior thesis in undergrad about white
supremacy and had already been through a really long, very personal
journey away from the sort of toxic ideas around a savior complex...One of
the blindspots is that somehow that inoculates leadership from the lived
experiences of people who work there.”
— Nick Ehrmann
The work for Nick and Blue Engine has been in part about going beyond an
intellectual conception of power, privilege, and racial identity. This growth
involves unpacking dimensions of cultural identity and listening to the lived
experiences of people of color — in both the organization and the classroom —
and codifying those lessons into bedrock guiding principles.

In Blue Engine’s nine years as an organization, they’ve experienced some
profound moments of shifting culture, which only intensified in that 2015 allstaff moment of reckoning. What were some major themes and lessons up to
that point and in the years since?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leading with Honesty, Vulnerability, and Open Imperfection
Articulating Beliefs - and Aligning the Organization with Them
Working to Live Out DEI Beliefs
Identifying High Leverage Strategies - and Delivering on Them
Navigating Tensions between Internal Values and External Expectations

We’ll explore each of these themes in greater depth based on what we heard
from Blue Engine.

Leading with Honesty, Vulnerability, and Open
Imperfection
In 2014, Aisha Chappell had some serious concerns about staff of color
disproportionately experiencing disciplinary actions. She believed there was
a disconnect between Blue Engine’s stated values and how those values were
playing out: “[I felt like] this is a problem, that we’re not talking about race, and
I think there are some unconscious biases that we’re projecting in the work that
we do.”

LEADERSHIP APPROACH

https://casestudies.promise54.org

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

What avenues exist at your
organization for staff to
communicate or connect with
leadership?
When staff at your organization
have expressed concerns, how
have those concerns landed with
leadership? What has leadership’s
response been?

She went directly to Nick Ehrmann, CEO at the time, to share her thinking.
When she raised these concerns around inclusion and equity, she felt like they
landed with Nick.

“[He] really heard it, and we came up with the fact that someone
externally should support [us] to think more about diversity,
equity, and inclusiveness work.”
— Aisha Chappell
Nick appreciated the push, saying, “Aisha was very vocal in a very productive
and challenging way.” Her interruptions — both directly to Nick and publicly
with the broader team — led Blue Engine to bring in an external facilitator to
help them begin some of the individual and organizational work. As a result,
the team developed a foundational value called their “multicultural worldview,”
positioning Blue Engine as an actively anti-racist organization:
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Next, Blue Engine doubled down on expectations that all staff would
demonstrate this competency in internal as well as field-facing work. This
included engaging in all-staff discussions — both to create common language,
and to support each other in building skills to live out their values. In addition,
Blue Engine raised the bar for incoming staff by beginning to ask candidates
more explicit questions about their willingness to engage in DEI work.
Meanwhile, the organization intensified their commitment to increasing the
racial diversity of staff and BETAs. As part of this commitment, Blue Engine
revamped their recruitment and selection processes, requiring that finalist
pools for staff positions be at least 50% people of color before moving forward
to a hire. The organization’s actual demographic diversity increased, and staff
perceptions of recruitment and selection efforts reflect progress:
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It was Aisha’s initial push in 2014, and leadership’s willingness to listen and
respond over the next year, that created the space for more voices like Erick’s to
be brought into the organization.
We heard many Blue Engine staff name the role that Nick and Anne’s leadership
and commitment have played in pushing DEI work forward. Staff see them as
leaders who are committed to Blue Engine’s explicit anti-racist values and who
are willing to model by jumping in to do their own identity work. According to
the Promise54 DEI Staff Experience Survey and follow-up interviews with staff,
Nick and Anne have set a tone with the team:

CONSIDER THIS

When leadership demonstrates
this openness to the discomfort
that can come from being at
our growth edge, they can
play a critical role in fostering
organizational cultures that are
conducive to greater diversity,
inclusion, and equity. This
work is especially important
for leaders like Nick and Anne,
who hold historically privileged
identities — and particularly true
in our field, in which leaders are
disproportionately white and
serving mostly communities of
color.

“My perception is that [Nick] was super open to [change],
wanted to poke holes in all the right ways, and he had blind
spots...but certainly, he created the spaces for us to interrogate
where we had been for the last five years and what the different
sets of choices were that we wanted to make for the next
phase.”
—Anne Eidelman
“Anne really sets such a great example of taking feedback —
she welcomes...tough conversations, and knows that’s what we
have to do to move forward. I have felt like I can go to the top
person and have a challenging conversation with them and be
received with open arms.”
—Lindsay Kent
Both leaders have shown a strong learning orientation. Nick recognized that
he had a lot to learn and opened himself up to the process. Similarly, as Anne
joined the organization in 2015, she reflects that she didn’t want to come in
determined to advance a preconceived agenda — she wanted to listen and
learn. Anne and Nick describe their own roles as white leaders who recognized
they needed help to interrogate their own biases and privilege:
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“I didn’t decide one day that we should initiate this — I wasn’t
leading in that way. I was actually responding and trying to piece
together what I’m hearing from the organization that was well
overdue and needed to happen. I needed to make sure it was
resourced, but then I had to get out of the way...learning how
to stop talking, or learning to create space in all-staff retreats.
I couldn’t show up as a type A leader or, even worse, an
extremely defensive participant...Every time we were together,
I tried to check myself and be open to the ways that ultimately
I and other people have been bystanders in a process that
wasn’t working well, or in an organization that wasn’t aligned
with itself. It can be hard, but it’s not about my feelings or my
failings. Ultimately, this organization has the resources and the
brilliance and the capacity to confront and tackle these things.”
—Nick Ehrmann
“I’m aware of my blind spots as a person who identifies as
white, and feel very lucky and grateful to be working with
a leadership team who is diverse by race (although not by
gender). I see my role as constantly trying to keep this at the
forefront of choices — so that we don’t miss blind spots. I
surround myself with people who have different perspectives
and experiences than me.”
—Anne Eidelman
Nick and Anne have also shown an openness to the inherent difficulty of culture
shift, acknowledging their human imperfections as they roll up their sleeves to
do personal work alongside staff.
“I remember when we were unpacking our own definitions around power
and privilege, [Nick] was also unpacking alongside the staff. Having to sort
of sit there and own and unpack his own identity in front of everyone for
the first time, AND talk about the whole organization — that took a lot of
vulnerability from our leadership team and I give them so much credit for
that.”
—Jessi Brunken

CONSIDER THIS

We are all susceptible to blind
spots and mistakes are inevitable
in this work. This is why personal
work to examine our own
intersecting identities, power,
and privilege, and to learn about
our histories and the different
experiences of those around us, is
so crucial. Even with this work, it’s
not uncommon for those of us with
power and unearned advantages
to create unintended negative or
painful impact and miss things
(e.g. behaviors, decisions) that
may create feelings of exclusion
or exacerbate inequities. In these
moments, it is critical that we
pause to acknowledge the painful
impact - even if unintended.
And we must acknowledge that
those misses often come at the
expense of those who already hold
historically marginalized identities.
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Are there ways in which your
organization has relied on pushes
from staff from certain identity
groups to move forward in its
work?
What have those identity groups
been?
How has the organization made
space for and/or responded to
these pushes?

Leadership and staff alike describe Blue Engine as a learning organization and a
place where they want people to show up as humans capable of growth.
While white leadership has been very receptive to feedback, they’ve remained
reliant on individual pushes from staff of color, creating an additional burden
for those from already-marginalized backgrounds. It was Aisha Chappell (a
Black woman) and Erick Roa (a Latino man) who spoke up and prompted Blue
Engine’s initial efforts to diversify the team and to reexamine their relationship
with inclusion and equity. Erick put this burden into words:
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“It was mostly folks of color — I was the only person on the team that went
to NYC public schools at that point, and was the only person who looked
like me at the org at the time. We didn’t have a bunch of diversity on the
team at the time. Very similar to what I’ve seen in many organizations, it
takes the folks who identify a certain way to raise issues that they see...I
feel like for a lot of people it’s just exhausting. You want to work for an
organization that shares your values.”
—Erick Roa
Staff identify Blue Engine’s size and sense of personal connection as critical in
creating high-enough psychological safety for these conversations to take place.
“It’s a very collaborative place...it’s in part possible because we are
still a relatively small organization. There might be things that are not
transferable to larger organizations. We’re still in a place where we can get
in a room and hash a decision out collectively.”
—Seth Miran
“I haven’t seen many organizations where people feel comfortable being
uncomfortable. For me as a person of color to feel really listened to was
powerful. I didn’t feel tokenism either… We naturally care about each
other.”
—Sarah Fuentes
Staff recognized the importance of relationships — like those among
Aisha, Erick, Nick, and Anne — in order to engage in the hard and messy
conversations around DEI. In many ways, honest, collaborative relationships laid
the foundation for this work — but it didn’t end there.

Articulating Beliefs - and Aligning the Organization
with Them
Self-reflective leadership, staff of color naming gaps, and relationships within
the organization helped Blue Engine stop and take a hard look at their DEI
values and practices — but the work had just begun. In the year following that
staff meeting in 2015, the team revisited Blue Engine’s core values and strategic
core, rearticulating their fundamental definitions of success and the values
underlying those definitions - all with DEI as an anchor.
The first phase involved personal work and conversations on a variety of “DEI
topics”. With the help of an outside partner, the team recognized the need for
clarity of the organization’s beliefs about diversity, inclusion, and equity.
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Through a series of externally facilitated all-staff workshops and conversations,
Blue Engine developed a powerful bedrock value statement around DEI in
2016:

CONSIDER THIS

Blue Engine is not alone in this
approach. They’re operating
within existing systems — schools
and philanthropy — which often
unintentionally perpetuate
inequities. Research has shown
that the high-stakes accountability
movement has negatively
impacted struggling schools.
In order to meet accountability
standards for student growth,
these schools focused on “bubble
kids” — almost exclusively —
further marginalizing low-income
students of color.
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

In what ways are your
organization’s metrics supporting
or pushing against your
organization’s values?
What is your organization holding
itself accountable for?
GRAPHIC PROVIDED BY BLUE ENGINE

With this bedrock belief as a foundation, and with Erick’s prompting in mind,
Blue Engine had to consider a new approach to serving students and measuring
the success of the program. One staff member reflected:

Are there any unintended
consequences emerging from your
current metrics?

“I think [Erick] sort of forced us to have difficult conversations, like talking
about the way we used to measure impact for students and the way we
served students — we focused a lot on students ‘on the bubble.’ We
were super goal-oriented, and he really helped us identify the problem
there and helped us think about the way we could measure impact more
holistically...”
—Anonymous Staff Member
Previously, Blue Engine had measured success through college access for
students, and stopped there. The organization had been counting “threshold”
measures — how many students were college-ready vs. not — and that
focus led to more attention for “bubble students.” Bubble students had
previous scores that were close to passing, but not quite — hence the “on the
bubble” terminology — so Blue Engine focused their resources and energy
on supporting this subgroup. This unintentionally led the organization to deprioritize students who were farther away from that “college-ready” threshold.

“We incorporated this lens of what it meant to have threshold
[metrics] as our north star [in]to the strategic conversation
that then took place over the next year...That set of strategic
conversations had us overhauling our value statements,
outcomes and intended impact, rearticulating our values.”
—Anne Eidelman
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Ultimately, Blue Engine shifted their metrics and language from a thresholdbased conversation to one focused on the growth of each individual student,
regardless of their starting point. This represented a huge shift for Blue Engine,
but one that allowed the team to feel more aligned with their inclusion and
equity values.
“You don’t just decide on a whim to change your metrics. It’s an
enormously painful and drawn out — and, in some ways, liberating —
process for the people involved.”
—Nick Ehrmann

Working to Live Out DEI Beliefs
With leadership and staff commitment, as well as aligned values, strategies, and
metrics in place, the question became how to translate all this to Blue Engine’s
day-to-day work.
Anne first recognized how their core values could be open to interpretation
without a clear direction: “We had this beautiful bedrock value of DEI, but if
each staff person were to tell you what that actually meant for the organization,
it would be totally different.” Recognizing shared values around DEI, while
important for Blue Engine, didn’t guarantee that individual staff knew how
to operationalize those values. Staff expressed that the application of “DEI
work” felt scattered and spotty, left up to individual interpretation and locus of
control, without the guidance of a clear overarching plan.
“There was a lot of energy [around DEI], but people didn’t know how to
incorporate it into their work...it felt like DEI was all over the place and in
everything and not...purposeful and strategic. People might have been
overwhelmed with how much they were seeing it everywhere.”
—Stephanie Durden Barfield
Much of the unevenness may have stemmed from the challenge of people
coming to DEI conversations at different points in their personal identity
development. Anne described a range of experience that was difficult to
accommodate — from those who were brand-new to the work of diversity,
inclusion, and equity to those whose lived experiences led to a sense of
exasperation.
“There were people for whom we could not move fast enough, and [others]
who could have taken a six-month sabbatical to go and learn what they
needed to learn in order to feel caught up to speed on the stuff we were
talking about.”
—Anne Eidelman
Staff was in agreement that Blue Engine struggled with how to deeply
understand their values and translate them into practice.
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“We did a lot of work to define DEI — I felt like just defining those things
didn’t make it more authentic or organic, and the actions just became
a little more robotic...there ended up being holds on calendars for DEI,
and then we would try to figure out what content went in there. It would
be more valuable to understand what having these conversations would
mean to the staff, and what outcomes would come from having these
conversations.”
—Anonymous Staff Member
Recognizing the need to invest in additional capacity to propel DEI work
forward, Blue Engine established a new Director of DEI role. However, without
clarity on the specific priorities they needed to advance around DEI, this hire
wasn’t set up to lead effectively.
“We had been getting a lot of external support, but the leadership team
wanted to do more on this, so they transitioned someone internally into
that role full time. I don’t think we were far enough along in our own
journey to understand what the work should be or look like, and that
did not set her up for success. She had a ton of knowledge, skills, and
experience with [professional development], but I don’t think she was set
up to understand what our organizational goals were, and the leadership
team didn’t know, either. It was a very messy year.”
—Jessi Brunken
“We had created a DEI position, filled it internally, and I don’t think we as a
leadership team were clear [on] what we were trying to do. The role wasn’t
scoped and it wasn’t embedded in the umbrella of organizational strategy
and goals. We set up the person for failure.”
—Anne Eidelman
In the midst of these challenges with translating values to practice — right
before Anne took over for Nick as CEO — leadership had to make some very
tough decisions around cutting positions due to budgetary constraints. In
Spring 2017, layoffs happened on the heels of other leadership-level transitions
earlier that year. This left staff with the impression that the process had been
opaque and top-down, and trust among staff suffered.

“We were very destabilized — I think the culture had really
eroded that year. The layoffs blew everything up. There was
really a lack of trust, and [everyone was] feeling a lack of
transparency. [Anne] stepped into a really hard moment.”
—Jessi Brunken

CONCEPTIONS OF DEI WORK

https://casestudies.promise54.org

CONSIDER THIS

Many organizations struggle with
the tradeoffs between one person
“owning” DEI by establishing a
discrete position (Chief DEI Officer
/ DEI Director) to help drive the
work forward and hold others
accountable versus spreading
responsibility for driving DEI work
among a much broader swath
of the staff and/or leadership
team. The former approach
risks absolving others within the
organization of responsibility to
live out DEI beliefs. The latter risks
slowing the pace of work due to
other competing priorities. We
have seen both approaches - and
a hybrid - work or fail depending
on how the chosen strategy is set
up, enabled and supported, and
what accountability structures are
put into place.
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Which approach do you think
would have worked better for Blue
Engine and why?
Which approach makes the most
sense within the context of your
organization right now and why?

In 2018, following a difficult year of staff transitions and lagging trust that
impacted staff culture, Blue Engine paused to thoughtfully determine their
highest leverage next steps. Specifically, Blue Engine decided to participate in
Promise54’s DEI Accelerator program, and the team took the Promise54 DEI
Staff Experience Survey to get clear on where and how to focus their efforts.
While overall, Blue Engine fell within the “Advanced” organizational profile,
they saw lower staff perception of inclusion than equity and diversity.
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CONSIDER THIS

We know that effective
communication is more than
a technical matter of frequent
newsletters and all-staff updates.
Specifically, in Promise54’s
Unrealized Impact data, the two
questions most highly correlated
with staff intent to stay in their
organizations over the next
three years are around effective
leadership communications and
free and open exchange of ideas.

As Blue Engine looked deeper into their January 2018 Promise54 DEI Staff
Experience Survey results, they saw the biggest gaps around communication
and transparency. Only 44% of staff said, “Our leadership team communicates
well with the organization.” Further, feedback from staff indicated mistrust and
desire for greater transparency around how decisions were being made.

Blue Engine leadership now knew: they needed to hone in on engagement and
transparency in relation to communications and decision-making to rebuild the
trust that they knew to be foundational to staff experiences of inclusion and
equity.
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Identifying High Leverage Strategies - and Delivering
on Them
In response to their survey findings, the leadership team formalized a specific
goal in 2018: “[Blue Engine] will improve communication and transparency
with a goal of creating a more inclusive staff culture, as evidenced by staff
experience survey data.”
To accomplish this goal, the leadership team aligned on their upcoming
priorities; explicitly delineated the process by which leadership would seek
and incorporate staff feedback; and identified when and how leadership would
communicate processes and decisions to staff along the way. Anne shared
leadership’s commitment and plan with staff at the beginning of the year.
Leadership had some real opportunities to enact this commitment, as Blue
Engine had complex programmatic decisions to make for the following year.
Leadership gathered critical staff input from a cross-functional working group.
Blue Engine staff heard monthly updates from leadership on the decisionmaking process and the factors they were weighing. They were clear and
transparent about what they knew, when they knew it, and any pending
information or decisions. Leaders iterated on this process throughout —
gathering information, incorporating staff perspectives, and consistently sharing
information and updates.
In 2018-19 — unlike two years prior, when staff felt that decisions had been
made “behind closed doors” — staff shared formal and informal feedback that
they felt both informed and included along the way, and that they understood
how decisions were being made. Staff now perceived decisions as transparently
and fairly made, and Blue Engine’s Net Promoter Score was the highest it had
been in years.
“I also felt that there was a lot of transparency and the leadership team
brought the organization along on that journey as much as possible, which
was greatly appreciated. The emphasis on rationale and how we got here
helped my own clarity and increased the connection I feel to [Blue Engine]
even more.”
—Anonymous Staff Member
“I deeply appreciate the transparency of the leadership team as well
as being invited to share thoughts, ideas, questions, and feedback.
Understanding the path of the organization helps me ground my work in a
larger vision, which is deeply motivating and interesting.”
—Anonymous Staff Member
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During a 2018 quarterly pulse check survey, staff raised questions around
attrition rates over the last couple of years (in general and by demographic). In
response, the leadership team analyzed three years’ worth of staff data. This
included retention rates and demographic data, which leadership shared out
at the next staff meeting, and facilitated an honest conversation with current
staff about historical staff culture and turnover challenges. Staff shared that it
was a hard conversation to have but appreciated the immediate response and
opportunity to engage.
“Leadership provided a space for transparent communication, processing,
and discussion around staff retention, [staff survey data], and org health.”
—Anonymous Staff Member
“[I appreciated] the super transparency around turnover and where the
challenges the organization faced over the years [came from]. I got to learn
about the organization’s past and while I’m not sure I personally put down
comments on turnover, I was also curious — and to see the leadership team
respond so readily to those questions/concerns always makes me happy to
be working here.”
—Anonymous Staff Member
“At every moment, our [leadership team] has worked to build structure
and intentionality around communicating and incorporating feedback; we
consistently ask ourselves, ‘What should we be sharing with staff right now?
Who do we need to get input from?’ We now err on the side of telling staff
as much as possible as early as possible; we have rebuilt trust all around
— it has been mutually reinforcing, as both the culture and the work itself
have gotten stronger.”
—Anne Eidelman
To further enhance the alignment of work and transparency in communications,
Blue Engine also established definitions for diversity, inclusion, and equity
during DEI Accelerator work with Promise54 in 2018 (see next page).
All these changes around implementing their bedrock DEI values have
implications not only for internal staff but also for external stakeholders
including BETAs, partner schools, administrators, and funders. How has Blue
Engine navigated this added layer of complexity?
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Navigating Tensions between Internal Values and
External Expectations
Shifting metrics toward student growth — while better aligned with Blue
Engine’s bedrock DEI values — has continued to pose significant challenges
for the organization’s interaction with funders, partner schools, administrators,
and others who may define student success by more traditional measures. Even
though staff were on board with the shift ideologically, they’ve experienced
tension around implementation.
“We made this internal shift to a north star around gains for all students,
and yet two years later, I’m still struggling and don’t think even all
of our funders really understand our choice, rationale, or evaluation
methodology...I think we’re still figuring out what it means on the ground.
How are we trying to shift and influence mindsets of teachers and principals
in schools, and what role do we play? I think that is still stirring for us and
something we need to continue to grapple with.”
—Anne Eidelman

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Are there tensions your
organization experiences
between internal values and
external realities or stakeholder
relationships? How are staff
experiencing and talking about
these tensions? What is your
organization doing to equip and
support staff to navigate these
tensions?
For funders: What sort of
performance metrics do you look
for, value, and reward? How would
you respond to a grantee who
was working to realign metrics to
values around equity if that led to
what appeared as a decrease in
outcomes for a time?

Blue Engine has faced another challenge in living out their values — this time,
in supporting BETAs to navigate the interruption of inequities in the classroom.
During four weeks of summer onboarding, BETAs start to reflect on the
“individual and collective why” that brings them to the work. BETAs participate
in DEI-specific training anchored in Blue Engine’s core values — especially their
bedrock DEI value — to build and reinforce mindsets that reject the status
quo of the current education system. Since each BETA enters with varying
experiences, exposure, and understandings of systemic oppression, Blue Engine
spends time in facilitated conversations unpacking race, racism, and biases, and
how they show up in classrooms. The training both supports BETAs and sets a
higher bar for how they’re expected to respond to inequity. This can put BETAs
in a tough position, given their limited positional power and need for additional
support in identifying opportunities for structural change.
“It was really powerful to do work with folks in our org, but some of the
challenges we ran into were what did that mean for our [lead] teachers
who didn’t necessarily go through the same training? What did it mean
for BETAs to ‘interrupt?’...It’s a hard skill, and I don’t think we’re totally
equipped to instruct others how to do it yet because we’re still working on
it ourselves, but that became part of the nomenclature of our bedrock DEI
value, which I think is important and impactful.”
—Anne Eidelman
“When BETAs would encounter teachers or principals who were saying
damaging things about children, they started to feel that tension and
they would report that back to us and ask us, ‘What should I do?’ And we
train them to have those conversations, but then there’s a tension with
positional power — we lost a lot of [BETAs] from that tension — as much
as we wanted to do the work, we didn’t have that power over our partners.
Partner teachers weren’t a part of that diversity training.”
—Erick Roa
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“A lack of skill is in part a barrier, but it’s not the biggest. It’s not quite
knowing or identifying what’s at risk. Is this worth it? It’s one thing to know
the skills or when an interruption needs to happen; it’s another to navigate
when it’s worth it.”
—Emily Walsh
Many open questions remain for Blue Engine, as the team works to figure out:
•
•
•

How and whether to navigate school partnerships if teachers or principals
aren’t aligned;
How to communicate impact and value when partners are held accountable
to threshold standards themselves; and
How to navigate funder conversations when funders’ desired results don’t
match the organization’s growth-based measures of success.

These are just some of the tensions that have surfaced as Blue Engine
reimagines their role in a system historically characterized by exclusion and
inequity. Staff like Renise Williams acknowledge this: “There’s a natural tension
when trying to create a world where there is actual inclusion and equity, and
what it looks like to navigate existing systems.” And Blue Engine remains
committed to working through that tension.
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Where They’re Headed
Given these lessons and the progress Blue Engine has made over the past few
years in their DEI journey, what is the organization focused on next?
Blue Engine has continued to work on culture-building and has focused on
incorporating DEI explicitly into their strategic plan. This summer, the team
retook the Promise54 DEI Staff Experience Survey to see whether there were
any changes resulting from their recent work. The results? The organization is
moving in a positive direction:

HOPES MOVING FORWARD

https://casestudies.promise54.org

Several of Blue Engine’s measures, including their Net Promoter Score,
increased considerably since their last survey administration:

At the same time, the survey highlighted challenges in sustaining the amount of
reflective training and dialogues staff once engaged in:
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The survey results are informing Blue Engine’s people approach moving
forward:

“We are wholly committed to creating an equitable and inclusive
environment that attracts and retains a diverse team that thrives
and maximizes Blue Engine’s impact for students across the
country. We will invest in our people, culture, and systems to
create an environment where people want to stay and grow.”
And in 2019-20, Blue Engine will develop their first-ever multi-year DEI plan,
including goals, strategies, and concrete actions they’ll take to advance their
overall mission.
As the team sees a positive trend in staff experience, Blue Engine is still
grappling with a number of questions, including:
As new people come in, how do we incorporate them fully, given that they were
not present for the “tough DEI conversations”?
Now that DEI has been folded into Blue Engine’s strategic plan and the work
has direction, what does it look like to grapple with what “accountability” looks
like at a team and individual level?
All in all, Anne acknowledges the nonlinear route Blue Engine has taken:

“It’s not a smooth thread. When I look back four and a half years ago, the staff
has changed, the spaces we create have changed...There’s more to do, but [we’ve
made] more space to practice radical empathy and show up for kids and [for our]
selves in a different way.”
— Anne Eidelman
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Glossary
When we support organizations to work on their priorities around diversity, inclusion, and equity, we
encourage an intentional, inclusive process to define these critical terms in context. This is especially
important because, while ~50% of education organizations believe DEI is related to their vision, mission,
and/or values, less than ~20% have defined the terms for their own organizational context. This can
lead to substantially different ideas of what an organization is working toward, how to best get there, or
what individuals can expect from their day-to-day experiences. For a set of common, starting definitions
applicable across each of our case study organizations, we use the following:

Diversity
Variation; the presence of different types of people (from a wide range of identities and with
different perspectives, experiences, etc.).
When we partner with organizations to support their DEI work, some of the critical considerations we
surface as they work to tailor their definition of diversity are:
•
•
•

Whether they’re intentionally placing a disproportionate emphasis on race and ethnicity in defining
diversity, and why they would or would not do so
Whether they are intentionally focusing on any other aspects of diversity, and why or why not; and
What the ideal demographic makeup of their staff would be if they thought about their staff
representation goals from a diversity standpoint.

Inclusion
Embracing diversity by creating an environment of involvement, respect, and connection — where
the richness of ideas, backgrounds, and perspectives are harnessed to create value.
When we partner with organizations to support their DEI work, some of the critical considerations we
surface as they tailor their definition of inclusion are:
•
•

What indicators various identity groups may experience today related to sense of belonging,
connectedness, agency, voice, and psychological safety as well as whether, how, and why those
indicators differ by identity groups; and
Whether and how those varied experiences need to change in the future.

Equity
Ensuring equally high outcomes for all and removing the predictability of success or failure that
currently correlates with any identity marker.
When we partner with organizations to support their DEI work, some of the critical considerations we
surface as they tailor their definition of equity are:
•

•

The distinction between equity and equality. Equity ensures that everyone has what they need to be
successful, taking into account different starting points and institutionalized biases. Equality means
everyone receives the same resources and support, no matter their starting point. While equality may
aim to promote fairness, it assumes that everyone starts from the same place and faces the same
institutional barriers along the way toward outcomes; and
To what degree the organizationintends to be focused on liberation (freeing ourselves and those that
we aim to serve from the oppressive structures around us) versus equity (supporting those that we
aim to serve to be successful within oppressive structures) and how those answers should impact an
organization’s specific definition of equity.

Net Promoter Score
We created a promoter index comprised of a high score on intent to stay and/or willingness to recommend
the organization to a friend.

Intent to Stay
This measure in our Staff Experience Survey looks at a staff member’s self-reported likelihood of working in
the same organization in three years.
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White Dominant Culture
The norms, values, beliefs, ways of thinking, behaving, and decision-making that are more familiar
to and come more naturally to those from a white, Western tradition. These are the dominant,
unquestioned standards of behavior and ways of functioning that are embedded and often
unintentionally reproduced in our national culture by the vast majority of institutions in the United
States. White-dominant culture results in a less inclusive environment, and is rooted in each person’s
interest in maintaining their own access to power and/or resources. These norms can be upheld by
both white people and people of color.
Kenneth Jones and Dr. Tema Okun worked to define the white-dominant culture norms listed below,
naming that these characteristics are “damaging because they are used as norms and standards without
being proactively named or chosen by the group.” In addition, they promote white supremacy thinking,
or the idea that white people and the ideas, beliefs, and values of white people are superior to people of
color and their ideas, beliefs, and values.

Psychological Safety
An individual’s perception of the consequences they face in taking an interpersonal risk; the belief
that a team is safe for risk-taking.
In a team with high psychological safety, individuals feel safe to take risks around their team members.
They feel confident that no one on the team will embarrass or punish them or anyone else for admitting a
mistake, asking a question, or offering a new idea.
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Promise54’s mission is to help adults thrive so they can better serve kids, families, and communities. We
envision a day when organizations committed to educational equity can have maximum impact because
they have:
•
•
•
•

The right people excelling in the right roles;
Teams that include perspectives, identities, and experiences of the communities served;
Cultures of belonging, trust, and connection; and
Equitable internal structures, systems, and behaviors.

